2008 chevy silverado cruise control fuse location

This Chevrolet Silverado came in with the complaint that the cruise control would not work.
Since I have a Tech 2 scan tool I decided to look for codes first. Simply put the computers think
that the brake lights are on and the cruise control is disengaged. The key must be on and you
will want to check for power on that wire with the brake pedal released and also gently pushed.
What was happening on this one was that the cruise would engage and later it would turn off
because of a very sensitive switch and rough roads. An easy test is to drive the vehicle until the
cruise turns off. Note the roughness of the road. Driving under the same conditions and of
course with no other traffic around, place your left foot under the brake pedal and gently lift up.
Try the cruise again. If it continues to work depress the brake pedal to disengage the cruise
control. It should be noted that a problem with a towed vehicle wiring can result in a similar
condition with the cruise control. I knew I needed to get to the stoplight switch and removing
the lower duct work would make that easier. There is a push pin retainer that holds the outer
end in place. Once it is removed the duct can be slid out of the vehicle. There is a bolt with a 10
mm head that needs to be backed off or removed so that the reatining clip can be removed. The
latch that holds the harness to the switch has to be depressed before the harness connector
can be removed. This vehicle had adjustable foot pedals and the view would be slightly different
if the pedals were of the fixed type. If the code had been P, testing would have started at the
Misc IGN fuse in the underhood fuse box. It would be in position 43 with a gas engine and
position 40 with a diesel engine. This fuse sends power to the stoplight switch on the pink wire.
You must be logged in to post a comment. Skip to content. The stoplight switch is shown
slightly above center in the following picture. A few closer looks at the switch retainer with bolt.
The switch strangely enough looks quite a bit like the old Ford stoplight switches. Share Your
Experience: Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Cruise control reduces
stress and fatigue on long drives, but if the system isn't working properly, it can become
dangerous. If your vehicle's cruise control isn't working, one of the following nine issues may
be the root cause. Cruise control is a system to maintain vehicle speed without direct driver
input. However, this alone does not start the cruise control. When vehicle speed increases or
decreases due to wind or hills, for example , the CCM decreases or increases throttle body
opening accordingly. By modulating engine speed, the CCM can maintain your desired cruising
speed on the highway. Throttle body control has changed over the years. Early systems used a
vacuum motor and cable, but these eventually changed over to electric motors. Most recently,
with the development of drive-by-wire or electronic throttle control systems ETCS , cruise
control is built into the engine control module ECM , which controls the throttle body
electronically. Basic cruise control systems still require the driver to pay attention to changing
road and traffic conditions. Adaptive cruise control systems, sometimes called "smart" cruise,
use radar or laser detection to maintain safe distances from vehicles ahead. Some adaptive
cruise control systems merely reduce engine speed to maintain distance, but some of the
newest adaptive cruise control systems can also engage the brakes to slow or stop the vehicle.
Still, even with adaptive cruise control, it's important that drivers never take their eyes off the
road. There are a few basic ways that cruise control can fail, depending on how the system is
designed. You may not be able to do much about ETCS cruise control systems, but there are a
few things you can check:. Brake Light Switch â€” As cruise control is automatically cancelled
by depressing the brake, some vehicles may disengage cruise control if it cannot detect the
brake light switch. Brake Lights â€” In some systems, cruise control is disabled when a brake
light is blown. Aftermarket lighting, such as LED brake light conversion, might trick the CCM
into thinking a brake light is blown, as LED bulbs draw less current than incandescent bulbs.
Fuses and Relays â€” On some vehicles, fuses and relays are used to protect the cruise control
actuator circuit. Spiral Cable â€” Many vehicles mount the cruise control switch on the steering
wheel. A faulty spiral cable may have an open circuit, preventing the switch from contacting the
CCM. Control Switch â€” If the internal contacts wear out, the cruise control switch may not be
able to contact the CCM. This might disable cruise control completely, or it might not react to
the cancel or accelerate functions. Check Engine Light â€” On some modern vehicles,
particularly those equipped with ETCS, cruise control may be disabled if there is an engine or
transmission problem. Vacuum Leak â€” Some older vehicles used vacuum actuators to control
the throttle body during cruise control operation. A vacuum leak might cause the engine to idler
higher or set a fuel trim code. Electrical Problems â€” As most cruise control systems use
electrical or electronic components, any diagnosis should include a thorough check of source
voltage, wiring harnesses, and connectors. Anything loose or broken could disable the system
entirely. A faulty cruise control system may not cancel on demand, which will create a safety
hazard for you and those around you. After assessing your cruise control yourself, take your
vehicle to a trusted mechanic for a check or a couple diagnosis and repair. Benjamin Jerew.
Benjamin Jerew is an ASE-certified Master Automobile Technician with over a decade of

experience in auto repair, maintenance, and diagnosis. Updated August 31, Five problems
related to cruise control have been reported for the Chevrolet Silverado The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Chevrolet Silverado based on all problems reported for the Silverado The problem was not
with the air bag, but the front switch that activates the air bags upon impact. When one or both
fail the test when you turn the ignition on, it posts a message saying service the air bag system.
There is lots of information regarding this on utube. Apparently this is a common problem. I am
an electrician and an electronics tech, I know that the air bags will not activate if the crash is on
the side with a bad air bag. I had 2 brake light switches go out, at which time the person behind
me,would have no idea, I was braking. The switch is a 2 part switch, one part controls the brake
light, the other enables or disengages the cruise control system. Rapid temporary loss of
engine power, doorlocks cycling repeatedly, guages malfunctioning, radio shuts off and turns
back on with no preset stations and showing on the clock ,cruise control disengages. Once
vehicle is shut off, no guages nor lights work. As if there wasn't any battery in the vehicle.
Vehicle won't start until dome light is restored on via jumpstarting. Cleaning battery
connections and numerous ground wire connections gives short-lived relief from symtoms but
problems ultimately return. Chevy dealership diagnosis shows that ground wires have high
resistance. Online research shows that tens of thousands of other chevy owners are having
similar to exact same problems, yet no recall has been issued. Problem was "fixed" last year
and has returned yet again. I wish gm can help me. Consumer writes in regards to recall notice
16v replacement parts and states dealership found bad connection in airbag wiring located
behind seat. The consumer stated the air bag light illuminated on June 13, Also, the cruise
control and passenger door lock did not work. Driving 59 mph with cruise control on.
Accelerated hard to pass a truck. Accelerator stuck open and could not stop it. Had to hit
brakes three times, each time increasingly harder, until acceleration stopped and truck started
to slow. Had accelerated to over 80 mph. Car Problems. Cruise Control problem 1. Cruise
Control problem 2. Cruise Control problem 3. Cruise Control problem 4. Cruise Control problem
5. Cruise Control problems 5. Vehicle Speed Control problems. Accelerator Pedal problems. I
want my truck to have a cruise control but it doesn't work should I check the fuse first? Thank
you in advance! Do you. I would start by making sure the brake light work and then check the
fuse this guide can help with the fuse locations in the diagrams below. Please let us know what
you find. We are interested to see what it is. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer.
Sometimes cruise control works, a lot of times it doesn't. Brake fluid is fine. What could be
wrong with the cruise control? Check for applicable trouble codes. Some of the national brand
autostores used to check codes for free. If you want to check codes, yourself, at the least, you
need an obd2 code reader that will work with your year make and model. Check the wiring
circuits for the cruise, when problem is ongoing. I found this service bulletin. You'll have to
decide if it applys. The fix is to reprogram the pcm. If you want a wiring diagram for the cruise,
let me know. Image Click to enlarge. My cruise control does not work in the morning driving to
work but does in the afternoon going home. What would cause that? Call your local dealer you
may still be under warranty, but it sounds to me like the module is going bad and loosing a
connection in the module Was this answer. Cruise control switch needs replcing, how is it done
Was this answer. The air bag has to come off and then the horn contacts and then you have
access to remove the switch. Before doing this, disable power to the airbag system to make it
safer for you. I recently changed to all LED lights which is the only thing i've done. But my truck
listed above crew LT cruise control just stopped working while it was engaged going down the
road. I've pulled every fuse in the under hood block and checked them as well as every fuse on
the inside panel and checked them. None of them are blown. I was told that it probably was the
brake switch under the dash that was bad so I have ordered one of them to replace it with. I just
want to make sure I am not missing something else somewhere. Thanks for your input and help.
I know i'm going to replace that switch because I have already bought it and I know from many
forums people say they go bad all the time. I just don't understand, and wonder if the LED's
might have caused the switch to go bad because it already was on its way out. Hello, The switch
may cause it. If they are the switch is probably okay. What happens on these is the clock spring
behind the steering wheel goes out. Thanks, Ken. An update to this issue is while driving earlier
today I was able to activate cruise but it wouldn't stay on when a bump in the road hit. I don't
know if it's the clock spring or brake pedal as both shook. I know when I pulled the pedal up the
last time as I mentioned it worked until I released it. I hope it's not the switch on the steering
wheel as I know that is quite an extensive task to replace, at a nice price at a dealership or
repair shop anywhere. I was just wanting to make sure I wasn't missing anything fuse wise or
something else I might have overlooked. Thanks again. I'll let you know after the brake switch is
replaced whether that got it or not. Tim Was this answer. Please let us know what happens. I

have the truck listed above 4. The guy before me had a trailer brake booster and took it out. I
have looked at all the wires to make sure that they are still in one piece. I've changed the fuses
and relays and cruise control is still not working. I've gone to Google but it's not helping me at
all. The previous owner may have tapped into the brake switch wiring on the wrong wire and it
broke when removed, happens if they used the scotch loc type connectors. I would first test the
fuses in the cruise to be sure they have power. For those connect a test light to a good ground
and with the key on, check for battery voltage on the top points of the cruise fuse and the brake
fuse in the fuse panel in the dash. Next go to the brake switch and find the Brown wire, with the
key on there should be voltage on it. Then check the Purple wire for power, be sure the pedal is
fully up. If you have power at both of those the next thing would be to find the cruise module on
the drivers side firewall under the hood. Unplug it and check the connector for corrosion or
damaged pins, somewhat common for that and then for battery voltage on the Light Blue wire G
while the brake pedal is pressed and the brake lights are on. Then with the key on but pedal not
pressed check for battery voltage on the Brown wire F and the Brown wire with white stripe D If
they all test OK then the next step would be to check that the ground is good, it is the Black wire
with a White stripe E , put the test light onto a battery feed and see if the ground makes it light.
If those all check out the cruise module is getting power and ground. The next testing will test
the cruise switch functions. Now connect the test light to a ground. Go to the plug on the
module again and have someone move the switch as you test. Do each test and while doing
them move the turn signal stalk into both left and right positions, just in case there is a broken
wire. Testing - First turn the cruise switch to on, Test for battery power on the Gray may have a
white stripe wire A. Now with that switch on have them select and hold the set button. Check for
voltage on the Dark Blue wire B and lastly, do the same with the resume button, this time
looking for voltage on the Gray wire with Black stripe. If they all test good the switch isn't the
problem. Next you need to know if the VSS is okay, if the speedometer is working that signal is
good. The last test requires a scan tool that can access the cruise control module. That is
because you need to see if it is responding to the various signals. I'm betting that you have
already found a bad power, ground or switch by this point so you may not need the scan tool.
That would be a good thing. If you haven't used a test light to test fuses or even to test voltages
this may help. Any of the cheap incandescent units will work for this testing. My cruise control
recently stopped working after I washed the engine and I dont know if a plug got wet or the
switch went out and if I got a plug wet were would it be located. Also when I push the button the
light in the gauge cluster flashes but it wont stay on. I have the very same issue with silverado.
Light on the cluster blinks and will not stay on. What is the answer to fix. I took mine to the
dealership and they put it on the computer they said it had a code in it saying that I got on my
brakes to hard they erassed the code and it has worked fine ever since. I unhooked the battery
for an hour, pumped the brakes twice, hooked the battery up and it works. I also had hit my
brakes to hard, before I had the promblem Was this answer. None of those worked. I finally read
on this site to check the 3rd stop light bulbs cargo stop light. That was the right answer. Both
bulbs were burned out and then replaced. The CC began working as the result. I have a chevy
silverado 4x4 with the 5. I checked to make sure my brake lights work and they do. Any ideas
what could be causing this I checked the fuse for cruise also. Please login or register to post a
reply. Rear Seat Fold Down? Asked by jim. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! This
Chevrolet Silverado came in with the complaint that the cruise control would not work. Since I
have a Tech 2 scan tool I decided to look for codes first. Simply put the computers think that the
brake lights are on and the cruise control is disengaged. The key must be on and you will want
to check for power on that wire with the brake pedal released and also gently pushed. What was
happening on this one was that the cruise would engage and later it would turn off because of a
very sensitive switch and rough roads. An easy test is to drive the vehicle until the cruise turns
off. Note the roughness of the road. Driving under the same conditions and of course with no
other traffic around, place your left foot under the brake pedal and gently lift up. Try the cruise
again. If it continues to work depress the brake pedal to disengage the cruise control. It should
be noted that a problem with a towed vehicle wiring can result in a similar condition with the
cruise control. I knew I needed to get to the stoplight switch and removing the lower duct work
would make that easier. There is a push pin retainer that holds the outer end in place. On
toyota oil pump replacement
jeep wrangler tool box
how to draw a chevy truck
ce it is removed the duct can be slid out of the vehicle. There is a bolt with a 10 mm head that
needs to be backed off or removed so that the reatining clip can be removed. The latch that
holds the harness to the switch has to be depressed before the harness connector can be

removed. This vehicle had adjustable foot pedals and the view would be slightly different if the
pedals were of the fixed type. If the code had been P, testing would have started at the Misc IGN
fuse in the underhood fuse box. It would be in position 43 with a gas engine and position 40
with a diesel engine. This fuse sends power to the stoplight switch on the pink wire. You must
be logged in to post a comment. Skip to content. The stoplight switch is shown slightly above
center in the following picture. A few closer looks at the switch retainer with bolt. The switch
strangely enough looks quite a bit like the old Ford stoplight switches. Share Your Experience:
Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment.

